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Abstract: Ubiquitous computing applications that make use of Cloud services need
to be designed in a way that the access to the Cloud can be easily performed by the
user. We stress that successful design concepts need to be made reusable and combin-
able with each other in order to construct new kinds of applications. Design patterns
have proven to be a successful and applied method to describe, capture and structure
successful design knowledge.

For the large field of ubiquitous computing, we extend the concepts of the ”tradi-
tional” pattern languages as well as the pattern structure. The aim is to cover a larger
domain of ubiquitous computing applications in this field. Additionally, our approach
introduces collaborative features to discuss and refine existing patterns as well as to
add new knowledge from different application designers. This way, we want to in-
crease the pattern languages’ liveliness.

1 Ubiquitous Computing and the Cloud

The concept of Ubiquitous Computing (UbiComp) introduced by [Wei91] in 1991 can be

regarded as the common conceptual root for many current hardware designs and applica-

tions. Each of them concentrates on special aspects of ubiquitous computing and partially

varies them. Currently, devices that can be used in a very ”ubiquitous” way are entering

the market; mainly these are netbooks, smartphones or tablets. With a high degree of

connectivity and new generations of different kinds of sensors, new applications and ways

of interaction become possible that were still visionary some years ago. Mobile devices,

however, often lack of computational power due to space restrictions and the need for

saving battery. They concentrate on a set of special features for which they are optimized.

Processing power in the field of high performance computing (HPC), was primarily de-

signed for science and industry to tackle computational hard problems and allow for a

scalable provision of services. Nowadays it finds its way to every user as the Cloud. To-

gether with the shaping of this denomination, providers begin to open their infrastructures.

This in principle enables every application to benefit from a large amount of memory and

processing power. More details on the Cloud concepts can be found in [Rho10].
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